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COLAB SAN LUIS OBISPO COUNTY 

WEEK OF MARCH 18- 24, 2012 

 

INSIDE THIS UPDATE: 

 

 CALL TODAY TO ORDER LAST MINUTE WILL CALL TICKETS FOR 

THURSDAY, MARCH 22, 2012 COLAB SLO ANNUAL DINNER                                            
CALL 548-0340 FOR RESERVATIONS 

COUNTY BOARD TO CONSIDER SUBJECTING MORE PROJECTS TO PC 

REVIEW AND MORE COSTLY HEARINGS 

CENTRAL COAST REGIONAL WATER QUALITY CONTROL BOARD 

ADOPTS ITS VERSION OF THE AGRICULTURAL DISCHARGE ORDER  

 

Board of Supervisors Meeting of Tuesday March 13, 2012 (Completed) 

Summary: There were only two items of policy interest considered during this Board 

meeting. The first was a review of the Five Year Capital Improvement Plan. This is a work 

in progress, which describes the financing and purpose of the County’s road, building, 

parks, utility, and other construction projects. COLAB pointed out that the next step is for 

the staff to develop the estimated costs for projects which are needed but unfunded, so that 

the public and Board of Supervisors can integrate that data into County strategic planning.  

In the second item, the Board of Supervisors supported a Planning commission 

recommendation to direct the staff to develop regulatory language in the zoning ordinances , 

which would regulate emerging activities by: 

Adding Zip Lines, Bungee Jumping, Mountain Bike Courses, Cable Ski Lakes and other 

active rural recreation uses to the definition of Rural Recreation and Camping.  

Adding BMX courses to the definition of Off Road Vehicle Courses.  

Adding Giant Swings to the definition of Outdoor Sports and Recreation. 

 Adding permit requirements for the other rural recreation uses 

Adding special standards for the establishment of other rural recreation uses as 

appropriate. 
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Establishing special findings for other rural recreation uses in the Agriculture land use 

category which could include, but not be limited to, a finding that the proposed use would 

not have an adverse impact on off-site or on-site agriculture.  

Until such time as amendments are adopted, staff can evaluate on a case by case basis, 

subject to appeal, other rural recreation uses to determine if they are accessory to an 

existing primary use based on   

It was estimated that it would take one year for the staff to conduct the necessary work and 

return to the Planning Commission and Board of Supervisors for adoption.  It will be 

interesting to see how convoluted and restrictive they can make the new ordinance 

provisions.  

Board of Supervisors Meeting of March 20, 2012 (Scheduled)  

Item 1: This item is the introduction of a request from the Planning Director to amend the 

zoning ordinance to provide that development project applications, which he can now 

approve or deny, may be elevated by him to the Planning Commission. The criteria for 

elevating such applications are that the project “may generate substantial public controversy 

or involve significant land use policy issues… ” A parallel ordinance amendment would 

provide the same procedure for projects under consideration by the Subdivision Review 

Board.  

The brief Board letter provides no reasons for the proposed amendments. There are no 

examples of problems or issues underlying the request. Is this process likely to subject 

applicants to further delay, unnecessary hearings, and costs? What happened to the Board’s 

permit streamlining and process improvement effort? 

The item is being introduced on April 3, 2012, for a hearing on April 17, 2012. Even though 

the hearing is being set for April 17
th

, the Board letter states that “discussion of proposed 

changes can occur today; however if substantial changes are made to the attached 

amendments today, the items will have to be re-introduced on April 3, 2012, to be adopted 

on April 17, 2012.” 

This is a bad process. Is the hearing on March 20
th

, April 3rd, or April 17
th

?   How does the 

public know what constitutes “substantial changes”? Why not introduce the item and set a 

hearing date? This gives everyone a chance to prepare and know when to show up.  

 Item 18: Los Osos Sewer Project Engineering and Environmental consulting contracts. This 

item is contains requests from the staff for the Board to approve several large consulting 

contracts. It also contains a recap of the project budget and expenditures to date. It is 

interesting that the staff is requesting that both contracts be awarded on a sole source basis, 

without bidding. The Engineering contract is $942,700 and the Cultural Resources Contract 

is for $898,100 (no we are not making this up). “Los Osos contains a wealth of prehistor ic 

cultural resources with many known sites located throughout the community.” The staff 

concludes that “our Department (Public Works) is recommending sole source contracts as 

the firms have unique subject matter specifically required of this work as well as having 

unique information and staffing to advance the project work.”  
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Meeting of the Central Coast Regional Water Quality Control Board of Wednesday, 

March 14 and Thursday, March 15, 2012 (Completed)  

Conditional Waiver of Waste Discharge Requirements for Discharges from Irrigated 

Lands:  After one and a half days of testimony followed by a staff rebuttal and a fairly short 

deliberation, the Board unanimously adopted the so-called waiver, which is really a 

regulatory order.  The Order updates and adds many restrictions and complexities to an 

order that has been in place since 2004.  

The Board rejected the Agricultural Coalition Alternative.  The staff presented the key 

reasons for rejecting the Agricultural Coalition Alternative: 

• It does not recognize the key indicators of pollution. 

• The language and approach does not meet the legal standards.  

• The timeframes are too long. 

• It is not responsive to human health threats. 

• There are no milestones or targets. 

• It does not hold individual owners accountable. 

Of course, there has been substantial written and verbal presentation to the contrary.  A 

major benefit of the Ag Coalition Alternative Proposal is that the agricultural community 

would use its expertise and consultant expertise, and most importantly, its ability to 

communicate with and receive the trust of farmers who would implement the regulatory 

program.  Moreover, the Agricultural Alternative would rely on the agricultural community 

and the farm owners to conduct tests, process plans, and do other work related to 

compliance, saving the State a great deal of money and staff time.  

During the testimony of the public and various organizations that took place on Wednesday, 

it was crystal clear that the Water Board staff and the Water Board members themselves 

have no idea how to operationalize the extremely complex order.  They have no operations 

plans, do not know how many more staff members will be required, do not know how to 

acquire staff members with the expertise required, nor do they have any idea how much all 

of this will cost.  This also became clear during questioning from the Board, itself, during 

the staff rebuttal of public comment.  We believe that, partially as a result of this clearly 

apparent problem and partially as a result of desire by the Board to seek political cover, the 

Board added a new section to the order that provides for the agricultural community to set 

up a coalition or coalitions to help farmers manage the process (presumably either 

geographically or functionally) in a manner similar to that which was proposed in the 

Agricultural Coalition Alternative Proposal. 

1. Operational aspects:  The Ag Order, as adopted, is so complex, lengthy, and subject to 

interpretation that it is likely that the Water Board staff as presently constituted will be 

unable to actually execute the provisions.  The potential for appeals to the Board, mistakes, 
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and ultimately lawsuits is tremendous.  The actual costs are unknown.  During public 

testimony, COLAB recommended that the Board consider running a couple of test pi lot 

projects before adopting the Order in order to tease out the actual operational and cost 

considerations which might arise.  This is analogous to an aircraft manufacturer developing 

some prototypes, testing them, correcting problems, and test flying the aircraft before 

putting it into full production.  During that testimony several of the Commissioners looked 

very interested and were shaking their heads “yes.”  By Thursday, when they undertook 

their deliberations, the suggestion was ignored. 

2. The political aspect:  It is possible that as a result of all the testimony, observable staff 

confusion, and other potential problems, the Water Board is seeking political cover.  To 

achieve this, one of the Board members proposed that a new section be included in the 

Order which would in some ways either mimic or perhaps pretend to include the provisions 

of the Ag Commission Alternative Proposal, which set up coalitions to help farmers and 

ranchers manage the process.  This was brought up late in the afternoon of March 15 and 

had not been agendized or available in any of the materials leading up to the meeting.  Thus , 

the impacted community and the public in general have had no opportunity to review the 

matter, let alone comment upon it.  A good practice would have been for the Board to 

complete its deliberations to that point and then reschedule the matter for a future meet ing 

so that the agricultural community and public could study the matter, comment, and then 

provide the Regional Board with input. 

The Board staff promised to send COLAB a copy of the new section on Friday morning, 

March 16, 2012, so that it could be included here. Unfortunately and as of this writing, they 

were unable to attach the pages to an email and push the send button. Imagine how they will 

execute the highly confusing, contradictory, and subjective Order.    

 

Planning Commission of Thursday March 22, 2012(Scheduled) 

There are no items of general policy interest on this agenda.  

 

 

 

 

 


